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============

Let *X* be a smooth, projective and geometrically connected curve of genus $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha $$\end{document}$ be a divisor of degree one on *X*. The Gross--Schoen cycle $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta _\alpha $$\end{document}$ is homologous to zero, and its class in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Assume that *k* is a number field or a function field of a curve. Gross and Schoen show in \[[@CR18]\] the existence of a Beilinson--Bloch height $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta _\alpha $$\end{document}$, under the assumption that *X* has a "good" regular model over *k*. A good regular model exists after a suitable finite extension of the base field *k*, and one can unambiguously define a height $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha \in {\text {Div}}^1 X$$\end{document}$ by passing to a finite extension of *k* where *X* has a good regular model, computing the Beilinson--Bloch height over that extension, and dividing by the degree of the extension.

Standard arithmetic conjectures of Hodge Index type \[[@CR16]\] predict that one should always have the inequality $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\langle \Delta _{\alpha },\Delta _{\alpha }\rangle \ge 0$$\end{document}$, and that equality should hold if and only if the class of the cycle $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\text {Pic}}^0(X)_\mathbb {Q}$$\end{document}$. A corollary of Zhang's formulae in \[[@CR49]\] is that for given *X*, the height $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta _\alpha $$\end{document}$ is canonical.

As an example, for *X* a hyperelliptic curve and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha $$\end{document}$ a Weierstrass point on *X* one has by \[[@CR18]\], Proposition 4.8\] that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\langle \Delta _{\alpha },\Delta _{\alpha }\rangle $$\end{document}$ vanishes, and by Zhang's formulae the height of any Gross--Schoen cycle on a hyperelliptic curve is non-negative.

When *k* is a function field in characteristic zero the inequality $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\langle \Delta _{\alpha },\Delta _{\alpha }\rangle \ge 0$$\end{document}$ is known to hold by an application of the Hodge Index Theorem \[[@CR50]\]. It seems that only very little is known though beyond the hyperelliptic case when *k* is a function field in positive characteristic, or a number field. Yamaki shows in \[[@CR46]\] that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\langle \Delta _{\alpha },\Delta _{\alpha }\rangle \ge 0$$\end{document}$ if *X* is a non-hyperelliptic curve of genus three with semistable reduction over a function field, under the assumption that certain topological graph types do not occur as dual graph of a special fiber of the semistable regular model.

The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem A {#FPar1}
---------

There exists a sequence of genus three curves over $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {Q}$$\end{document}$ in which the height of a canonical Gross--Schoen cycle tends to infinity.

To the best of the author's knowledge, Theorem [A](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} is the first result to prove unconditionally the existence of a curve *X* over a number field such that a canonical Gross--Schoen cycle on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our proof of Theorem [A](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} is, like Yamaki's work, based on Zhang's formulae. More precisely we use the formula that relates the height of a canonical Gross--Schoen cycle on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$X^3$$\end{document}$ with the stable Faltings height of *X*. We then express the Faltings height of a non-hyperelliptic curve of genus three in terms of the well-known modular form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {Z}$$\end{document}$. Combining both results we arrive at an expression for the height of a canonical Gross--Schoen cycle on a non-hyperelliptic genus three curve *X* with semistable reduction as a sum of local contributions ranging over all places of *k*, cf. Theorem [8.2](#FPar25){ref-type="sec"}.

The local non-archimedean contributions can be bounded from below by some combinatorial data in terms of the dual graphs associated to the stable model of *X* over *k*. This part of the argument is heavily inspired by Yamaki's work \[[@CR47]\] dealing with the function field case. In fact, the differences with \[[@CR47]\] at this point are only rather small: the part of \[[@CR47]\] that works only in a global setting, by an application of the Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch theorem, is replaced here by a more local approach, where the application of Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch is replaced by an application of Mumford's functorial Riemann-Roch \[[@CR41]\].
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We will then pass to a specific family of non-hyperelliptic genus three curves $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n \rightarrow \infty $$\end{document}$, considered by Guàrdia in \[[@CR19]\]. In the paper \[[@CR19]\], the stable reduction types of the curves $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C_n$$\end{document}$ are determined explicitly. By going through the various cases, we will see that the local non-archimedean contributions to the height of a canonical Gross--Schoen cycle on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C_n$$\end{document}$, as identified by Theorem [8.2](#FPar25){ref-type="sec"}, are all non-negative.

To deal with the archimedean contribution, we observe that the curves $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} D_\kappa :\, y^4 = x(x-1)(x-\kappa ) \, , \, \kappa \in \mathbb {P}^1 \setminus \{0,1,\infty \} \, . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The family $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D_\kappa $$\end{document}$ is rather special and has been studied in detail by various authors, see for instance Forni \[[@CR17]\], Herrlich and Schmithüsen \[[@CR24]\], and Möller \[[@CR38]\]. As is shown in these references, the family $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We show that the archimedean contribution to the height of a canonical Gross--Schoen cycle of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The paper is organized as follows. In Sects. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} we recall the non-archimedean and archimedean $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In Sect. [6](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} we recall a few general results on analytic and algebraic modular forms, and in Sect. [7](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} we recall the work of Hain and Reed, and Brosnan and Pearlstein that we shall need on the asymptotics of the archimedean contribution to the height. In Sect. [8](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} we discuss the modular form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Non-archimedean invariants {#Sec2}
==========================
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Zhang's formulae for the height of the Gross--Schoen cycle {#Sec4}
==========================================================

The non-archimedean and archimedean $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 4.1 {#FPar2}
-----------
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                \begin{document}$$\deg \det f_*\bar{\omega }_{\mathcal {X}/S}$$\end{document}$ is the (non-normalized) stable Faltings height of *X*.
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Corollary 4.2 {#FPar3}
-------------
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=========================================================================================

The purpose of this section is to display the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proposition 5.1 {#FPar4}
---------------
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Proof {#FPar5}
-----

See \[[@CR11]\], Corollary 4.4\]. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We will need the following particular cases.

Example 5.2 {#FPar6}
-----------
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{\Gamma }$$\end{document}$ be a pm-graph of genus *g* consisting of one vertex of genus $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Example 5.3 {#FPar7}
-----------

Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{\Gamma }$$\end{document}$ be a pm-graph of genus *g* consisting of two vertices of genera *h* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsbsy}
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                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$(8g+4)\lambda (\overline{\Gamma })=4h(g-h)\delta (\Gamma )$$\end{document}$.

Example 5.4 {#FPar8}
-----------

Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda $$\end{document}$-invariant and Example [5.3](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"}.

Example 5.5 {#FPar9}
-----------
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \tau (\Gamma ) = \frac{1}{12}\delta (\Gamma ) = \frac{1}{12}(m_1+m_2) \, , \quad \theta (\overline{\Gamma }) = \frac{8m_1m_2}{m_1+m_2} (g-h-1)h \, , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$and hence$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} (8g+4) \lambda (\overline{\Gamma }) = \frac{4m_1m_2}{m_1+m_2} (g-h-1)h + g(m_1+m_2) \, . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

Algebraic and analytic modular forms {#Sec6}
====================================

References for this section are \[[@CR12], [@CR13]\], Chapter V\], \[[@CR15]\] and \[[@CR36]\]. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega _{\mathcal {U}_g/\mathcal {A}_g}$$\end{document}$ denote the sheaf of relative 1-forms of *p*. Then we have the Hodge bundle $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {A}_g$$\end{document}$, see e.g. \[[@CR13]\], Sect. III.9\].

For all commutative rings *R* and all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathcal {S}_{g,h}(R) = \Gamma \big (\mathcal {A}_g \otimes R, \mathcal {L}^{\otimes h}\big ) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$denote the *R*-module of algebraic Siegel modular forms of degree *g* and weight *h*.
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {H}_g$$\end{document}$ denote Siegel's upper half space of degree *g*. We have a natural uniformization map $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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-----
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Asymptotics of the biextension metric {#Sec7}
=====================================

In this section we continue the spirit of the asymptotic analysis from Lemma [6.1](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} by replacing the Hodge metric $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The proof of the following lemma is left to the reader.

Lemma 7.1 {#FPar12}
---------
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Lemma 7.2 {#FPar13}
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We deduce the following criterion to verify whether ([7.4](#Equ20){ref-type=""}) holds.

Proposition 7.4 {#FPar16}
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Proof {#FPar17}
-----

The equivalence of (a) and (b) follows from Lemma [6.1](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"}. The equivalence of (b) and (c) follows from Lemma [7.3](#FPar14){ref-type="sec"}. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Now we have the following two results, that allow us to verify condition (c) in a special case.

Theorem 7.5 {#FPar18}
-----------
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Proof {#FPar19}
-----
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Proposition 7.6 {#FPar20}
---------------
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Proof {#FPar21}
-----

This follows directly from the definition ([7.8](#Equ24){ref-type=""}), and Example [5.5](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"}. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We observe that the height jump in Theorem [7.5](#FPar18){ref-type="sec"} and the slope in Proposition [7.6](#FPar20){ref-type="sec"} are equal. With Proposition [7.4](#FPar16){ref-type="sec"} we thus obtain the following result.

Corollary 7.7 {#FPar22}
-------------
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We will use ([7.11](#Equ27){ref-type=""}) with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From now on we specialize to the case that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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-----
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Combining with Corollary [4.2](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"} we deduce the following result.

Theorem 8.2 {#FPar25}
-----------
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We will take Theorem [8.2](#FPar25){ref-type="sec"} as a starting point in our proof of Theorem [A](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}.

The Horikawa index {#Sec9}
==================
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Proposition 9.1 {#FPar26}
---------------
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Proof {#FPar27}
-----
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Proposition 9.4 {#FPar32}
---------------
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Proof {#FPar33}
-----
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Combining Propositions [9.3](#FPar30){ref-type="sec"} and [9.4](#FPar32){ref-type="sec"} we find

Corollary 9.5 {#FPar34}
-------------
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Proposition 9.6 {#FPar35}
---------------
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-----
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Remark 9.7 {#FPar37}
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Remark 9.8 {#FPar38}
----------
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Proof of Theorem [A](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} {#Sec10}
============================================

We can now combine all previous results in order to prove Theorem [A](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}.
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Theorem 10.2 {#FPar40}
------------
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Corollary 10.3 {#FPar41}
--------------

For *n* as in Theorem [10.1](#FPar39){ref-type="sec"} the inequality$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In Sect. [12](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"} we will show

Theorem 10.4 {#FPar42}
------------

There exists a positive rational number *c* such that for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Combining Corollary [10.3](#FPar41){ref-type="sec"} and Theorem [10.4](#FPar42){ref-type="sec"} one finds Theorem [10.1](#FPar39){ref-type="sec"}.

Proof of Theorem [10.2](#FPar40){ref-type="sec"} {#Sec11}
================================================

Assume that *n* is as in Theorem [10.1](#FPar39){ref-type="sec"}. The reduction types of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We now analyze each of these various cases. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem [10.2](#FPar40){ref-type="sec"} is proved by the following three lemmas.

Lemma 11.1 {#FPar43}
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Proof {#FPar44}
-----
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Lemma 11.2 {#FPar45}
----------
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Proof {#FPar46}
-----
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Lemma 11.3 {#FPar47}
----------

Assume that the special fiber of *f* is the union of two elliptic curves meeting in two distinct points. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar48}
-----
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Remark 11.4 {#FPar49}
-----------
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Proof of Theorem [10.4](#FPar42){ref-type="sec"} {#Sec12}
================================================
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